HENNA CREAM TIPS
How to select your perfect shade...
Tints of Nature Henna Cream semi-permanent hair dye will add depth and tone to your
existing shade and can take your hair any shade darker. Follow these simple steps for
beautiful results...
1. Using our shade range, select a colour that best represents your natural hair colour.
2. Choose any colour within that shade level or any shade darker.
For example: If you have Dark Brown hair or similar, you can use any shade darker, Black
or Chocolate, which will add further depth and tone to your hair without drastically
changing your overall shade.
Please note this product DOES NOT contain peroxide therefore it will NOT lift your hair to
a lighter shade. To lighten your hair by one shade shop for our permanent hair dye range
or alternatively shop for our Lightener range, suitable for medium brown to blonde hair.

How to apply Tints of Nature Henna Cream hair dye...
To achieve maximum results from your colour application treat your hair to a pre-colour
treatment, with Tints of Nature Hydrate Treatment or Structure Treatment …and always
remember to carry out your skin sensitivity and strand test!
1. Shampoo your hair with Tints of Nature Clarify Shampoo and rinse thoroughly (this is
great for removing any product build up on your hair and for tackling those stubborn
greys).
2. Gently comb through your hair, removing any tangles.
3. Pop on the plastic gloves provided, shake the colour bottle well and unscrew the tip.

4. For best results section your hair and gently squeeze the colour bottle starting at the
roots and hairline, working it through your hair.
5.Gently massage all of the colour into your hair until thoroughly saturated.
6. Using the plastic cap provided, cover your hair and wait for 30 minutes. For grey
coverage wait 40 minutes.
7. Using your clean gloves, remove the plastic cap and rinse your hair thoroughly with
warm water until the water runs clear.
8. Condition your hair and comb through, leave for 5 minutes...We recommend our
naturally nourishing, moisture rich Tints of Nature Hydrate Conditioner. Rinse well.

Grey Hair Coverage...
Will Tints of Nature cover those grey hairs? Yes! Tints of Nature Henna Cream semipermanent home hair dyes will cover up to 80% of grey/white hairs. Grey and white hairs
can be very resistant to colouring, this is usually because the hairs are lacking in essential
moisture. Although our colours are designed to cover those pesky greys, we have some
top tips for those very stubborn hairs.
Top Tip 1
1. Wash your hair with Tints of Nature Clarify shampoo found in your box of colour. Work
into a lather, rinse and towel dry.
2. Using our luxurious Tints of Nature Hydrate Treatment, massage 4-8 pumps
into your hair thoroughly and leave for 15 minutes. - Let the magic begin...
3. Rinse the treatment off and towel dry.
4.Shake your bottle of Henna Cream colour and follow pack instructions.
Top Tip 2
A medium-low heat from a hairdryer can be used for the first 10-15 minutes of your 40
minute development time.

